Primary structure of rat pancreatic lipase mRNA.
The sequence of rat pancreatic lipase mRNA was determined. The data have been assigned the following accession number, X61925, in the EMBL data library. The total length of the messenger is 1531 nucleotides, plus a poly(A) stretch of about 60 nucleotides. A 72-nucleotides 5'-noncoding region is followed by a 1419-nucleotides open reading frame which encodes a protein of 473 amino acids, including the 17 amino acid signal peptide. The mature enzyme (456 residues) has 6 additional C-terminal amino acids, as compared with the amino acid sequence of pig (direct amino acid sequence), dog, man and rat isoenzyme from Genbank, M58369 (all deduced from the nucleotide sequence). A higher degree of homology exists between the amino acid sequence of rat mature enzyme with those of dog (88%), pig (75%) and man (75%) than with that of rat isolipase (74%).